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Announcements & Key Concepts (re Today)

Ø motion in 2-D

Some relevant underlying concepts of the day…

Ø scalars vs vectors

Ø vector algebra

à (online) HW #2 due later today 

à Labs: Start next week! (Sept.16-20) 
https://www.yorku.ca/menary/courses/firstyrlabs/2019/main.html

Ø vector “components” of x, v, and a



Mechanics: Shifting to higher dimensions....

von Baeyer

Ø Perhaps for our ball confined to a 
track, a one-dimensional (1-D) 
description is sufficient....

Ø ... but maybe for the 
cannonball, a higher 
dimensionality is needed 
(e.g., both horizontal and 
vertical position matters)



Caution: Be careful re dimensionality

2-D problem

How many dimensions here?

Note: Despite being very different 
physical scenarios, both exhibit 
similar behavior (e.g., parabolic 
trajectories)



Vectors

Ø For 1-D (i.e., motion constrained to a line), the sign is sufficient to determine 
“direction”

Ø For 2-D and higher, things get a bit more complicated and “vectors” are utilized

Ø Conceptually, vectors arise in many ways....

Ø Ultimately, vectors are a compact means to represent/manipulate information

Windsock

e.g., a bunch of arrows



Vectors: Matlab, Linear Algebra, & Beyond...

http://blog.wolfire.com/2009/07/linear-algebra-for-game-developers-part-1/
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Ø Vectors have “components” and can be expressed in a variety of ways

à Linear algebra is a powerful branch of mathematics that capitalizes upon vectors 
(e.g., eigenvalues tell you something about how a mass-on-a-spring will behave)

Note: Here, the spatial 

layout implicitly contains 

specific and key information



Vectors: Matlab, Linear Algebra, & Beyond...

http://www.cyclismo.org/tutorial/matlab/vector.html

“Arrays” are just:
• A bunch of numbers organized together (e.g., a grid of #s)
• A bunch of vectors stacked together
• Also called matrices (hence the “Mat” in Matlab)



Vector Representations

Ø Vectors are very useful for representing various physical quantities....

Wolfson

Position, 
velocity, 
acceleration

Forces



Vector Algebra

Knight

Addition extends to more 
than just two vectors

Different “visual” ways to 
think about vector addition



Ex.

Knight



Ex. (SOL)

c



Wolfson

Vector Algebra

Vector algebra follows familiar rules



Vector Algebra

Knight

Vector algebra follows familiar rules (cont)

Note: Multiplication of two vectors is a bit trickier (we’ll get there later in the semester)



Ex.

Knight



Ex. (SOL)

a

à These problems become a bit easier to deal with 
when shifting to a different representation....

Wolfson



Vector Components & Unit Vectors

Ø Choose a coordinate system (such 
provides a key frame of reference)

Wolfson

Knight

à Cartesian system is a good starting 
choice for 2-D problems

Note: 3-D pictures can 
appear a bit crowded



Vector Components & Unit Vectors

Ø Unit vectors stem directly from the 
chosen frame and allow a compact 
way to express vectors via 
components

Ø “Components” can be vectors or 
scalars combined w/ the unit vectors

Knight



Vector Components & Unit Vectors

To summarize:
[2-D] Two pieces of information can be 
expressed in different ways:
• x—y coordinates
• magnitude & direction (i.e., phase)
• component vectors
• components tied to unit vectors

Knight

A dummy’s guide to “component vectors”:



Vector Components & Unit Vectors

Knight

Dealing w/ unit vectors

à These are just different ways of 
expressing the same thing



Ex. (REVISTED)

Knight

Ø Much easier when using component notation!

1
1[ [

Ā = 1
-1[ [

Ē = 2Ā-Ē = 2 - 1
2 – (-1)

[[ = 1
3[ [

à Same as a!



Connecting Vectors to Mechanics

Wolfson

à Our previous (1-D) expressions 
can be generalized to 2-D (or 
higher) via vector notation



Connecting Vectors to Mechanics

Wolfson

à You should be comfortable 
bouncing back & forth 
between the both versions of 
the eqns.



Key Conceptual Point
Even though the different components 
are related (but virtue of being coupled 
together into the same vector), they 
are inherently independent from one 
another…. 

… just as x and y are in a 
Cartesian coord system

(independence of) Vector components



(independence of) Vector components

(rough) Analogy: To meet someone in Toronto, you need specify the cross-
streets (i.e., x and y ), the building floor (z), and a time (t)


